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Digi-line electric radiators - the clever alternative to gas central 

heating 

Boasting similar aesthetics and heat output, the Digi-line range of electric radiators from 

Electrorad has become a number one choice with contractors, installers and plumbers 

looking for an efficient and easy-to-control alternative to traditional central heating. 

 

Available in similar types and sizes as gas central heating radiators, and complete with the 

same mounting brackets, the Digi-line range offers a total of 20 models. Each radiator 

comes fluid filled to transfer heat to the whole of the surface area without the need for any 

pump or moving parts, and the fluid is heated by 100% efficiency electric elements that are 

controlled by advanced thermostat electronics. All models are manufactured in the UK. 

 

Digi-line’s radiator body is constructed in steel and is powder coated to ensure a high quality, 

extremely long lasting and robust finish. The range is available in 500mm and 300mm 

heights and power ratings from 500 watts to 2000 watts. Single panel and double panel 

radiators are also available and both have convection fins to ensure the perfect balance of 

radiant and convected heat.  

 

For the ultimate in controllable warmth, the Digi-Line thermostat is a double proportional 

band control giving the best accuracy possible of +/- 0.1°C. The room temperature is sensed 

below the radiator where it is at its lowest and there is no heat from the radiator to affect the 

reading. Each thermostat also has an inbuilt radio frequency receiver, so central control is 

easy to achieve by using an optional four zone radio frequency central programmer. 
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The optional central programmer is battery powered and uses radio frequency signals to 

communicate with the radiators so no wiring is required. Suitable for wall mounting, every 

radiator can have different temperature settings and every zone can have different operating 

times. The central programmer is capable of separately programming up to four separate 

zones that provides the ultimate electric central heating system with absolute control over 

temperatures, times and energy usage. 

 

Electrorad’s Managing Director, Richard Brown comments: “Digi-line is a clever alternative 

to traditional central heating systems. In terms of energy saving features alone, Digi-line sets 

itself apart. As well as featuring an advanced central programmer, each radiator boasts an 

energy saving open window feature, a surface temperature control and a double panel 

radiator smart control. All this from a 13amp connection.”  

Digi-Line radiators are also a popular choice with plumbers when looking to add heating to a 

conservatory or home extension without having to run piping from the existing boiler fed 

central heating system. Digi-line’s 300mm height radiators are ideal to fit onto the dwarf wall 

of conservatories and they are able to provide an independent heat source for the room that 

will not affect the running of the main system. Aesthetically, they are also a close match with 

existing radiators. 

Digi-line is available via a nationwide network of electrical wholesalers. For further 

information visit www.electrorad.co.uk or call 0113 274 6799. 
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Photocaption: 

Pictured here; the Digi-line range of 

electric radiators from Electrorad 

has become a number one choice 

with contractors, installers and 

plumbers looking for an efficient 

and easy-to-control alternative to 

traditional central heating. They are 

particularly popular in 

conservatories and home 

extensions.  

 

 

 

Electrorad:  

Electrorad is the UK’s leading supplier of electric radiator systems, heating controls and 

towel rails. Renowned for quality components and engineering, the company is committed to 

providing the most effective and efficient electric heating products and systems available. All 

products are manufactured to the very latest European safety standards achieving both CE 

and GS marks and VDE approval.  
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